TechnologyOne

OneAirport

a solution for airports
OneAirport is a pre-configured comprehensive end-to-end solution that provides
organisations with a single and highly functional platform for the management of
corporate, people, asset, property, stakeholder and strategic management
processes.

TechnologyOne’s OneAirport
solution is designed to streamline
business processes and deliver
consistent and secure information
to enhance the user experience.

One integrated solution
While undertaking a number of disparate activities such as developing sustainability
strategies, asset and facilities management and risk management, forward-thinking airports
must gain a competitive advantage through more efficient systems and infrastructure.
Property Management
Airports are becoming increasingly involved
in the management of properties, including
property development, commercial and industrial
leasing and billing. Drive facilities management
capabilities with a totally integrated system that
provides a clearer view of your asset portfolio.
Safety
Provide a workplace where health and safety management
and leadership is integrated into core business activities.
Stakeholder expectations
Deliver instant service and access data anywhere, at
any time, to meet information demands from the
community, property owners and other stakeholders.

Manage people and culture
Effectively manage human resource functions and
employee development. Allow employees to monitor
payroll information, leave entitlements, training and
development information online, at any time.
Manage risk and sustainability
Effective planning and sound decision-making
reduces organisational risk and ensures the
long-term sustainability of your business.
Management of assets
Gain a complete view of the asset lifecycle. Manage
infrastructure assets, save money and improve
maintenance scheduling and completion. Deliver new
infrastructure projects on time and on budget.

OneAirport enables you to...
Manage regulatory and
compliance issues

Simplify works and projects to improve
planning and asset reliability

Control risk and sustainability

Improve the budgeting
processes and deliver effective
financial management

Allocate resources where
they are needed most

Enhance recruitment and retention
through better staff management,
training and certification

Enhance capacity to plan
rather than react to facility and
fleet related requirements

Easily manage and track all engagements
pertaining to the management
of rent, tenancy and property

Optimise asset management
planning and improve asset
reliability performance

Deliver improved asset and
project management

Increase transparency and visibility
between departments

Facilitate communication and
interaction with stakeholders

Ci Anywhere

Any device. Any where. Any time
Ci Anywhere is a simple and evolutionary path for
our customers, embracing a range of smart mobile
devices and consumer concepts to deliver powerful
enterprise software that is incredibly easy to use.
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For more information, visit TechnologyOneCorp.com/OneAirport

Business Intelligence, Reporting, Workflow & Document Management

Airport Operations
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When you invest in a TechnologyOne solution you benefit
from a direct relationship with us every step of the way. We do
not use
implementation
partners
or value-added resellers. We
making
life
simple
take complete responsibility for building, marketing, selling,
Transforming
business,
implementing,
supporting and running
our enterprise solution
for each customer to guarantee long-term success.
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Preconfigured enterprise software solutions
reduce time, cost and risk
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The power of one

The power of a single, integrated enterprise solution
We design our software for your entire enterprise. With a
common look and feel, a common technology platform and
true integration across all functionality, you benefit from
reduced costs, streamlined processes and a more simple way
of running your business.
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One vision. One vendor. One experience.
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Our enterprise vision
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Transforming business,
making life simple
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A deep understanding and engagement with our seven key
markets means we can deliver to our customers integrated,
preconfigured solutions that provide proven practice,
streamline implementations and reduce time, cost and risk.

through an enterprise solution that adapts and evolves by
embracing new technologies, concepts and innovation.

Simplicity, not complexity
Enterprise software, incredibly simple
Software that embraces consumer concepts and expectations
to deliver solutions that are incredibly easy to use and remove
complexity.
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TechnologyOne (ASX:TNE) is Australia’s largest publicly listed software company, with offices across six countries. We create
solutions that transform business and make life simple for our customers. We do this by providing powerful, deeply integrated
enterprise software that is incredibly easy to use. Over 1,000 leading corporations, government departments and statutory
authorities are powered by our software.
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